FROM
Micanopy Cable TV

Bringing you
The best
in TV reception
The most
in TV variety

See more on the Cable

For free 10 day trial
Phone — 372-7641
Stop by — Weaver's Brinson's

an invitation
to 10 days of
cable TV
in your home
free
THIS IS HOW CABLE TV WORKS TO BRING YOU
A SHARPER CLEARER PICTURE
MORE TV CHANNELS

we have built a tower about as
tall as a 25 story building

on top of the tower we have placed
ruggedized, cut to channel, commercial
antennas for maximum picture pick up

at the base of the tower we have built a house
to hold the electronic equipment that boosts
and filters the signal to give you the clearest
and sharpest picture possible

under the streets we have buried
coaxial cable with a special shield
that keeps the picture from escaping
before it gets to your house

along the streets we have attached
more amplifiers to our cable to keep
the picture at its peak of power

at the street we have placed a tap off
unit that sends the picture to your house

the cable runs underground (no ugly overhead wires) to your house and can enter the house
through the same place as your present lead in wire and connect to the back of your tv set
(no ugly antenna on your roof)

You'll receive these channels
all the time ON THE CABLE

5 TV channels + FM + background music
includes all 3 major networks
and educational TV

channel 2 NBC Daytona
channel 4 CBS Jacksonville
channel 5 educational Gainesville
channel 6 music
channel 9 ABC Orlando
channel 12 NBC Jacksonville

CABLE TV SERVICE RATE

single outlet
connection $10.00
monthly service $5.00

each additional outlet
connection $5.00
monthly service $1.00